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JamesW.Garrison

Deweyand the.
EmpiricalUnityof Opposites
i
This paper concentrates on a single paragraph in John Dewey's
Experience and Nature, one that introduces an importantand vital
principlefor the developmentof his thought. Althoughthis principle
is well known to Dewey scholars, its full significancehas not always
been adequately appreciated. In writingthis paper I hope to establish
this theme as crucial to a proper understandingof Dewey's empirically
groundednaturalisticmetaphysics.
II
The paragraph in question occurs in the context of Dewey's rebuttal of those philosophies intent on "denying to the universethe
characterof contingency.. ."2 These philosophies"range fromspirtualism to materialism,from absolutism to relativisticphenomenalism,
from transcendentalismto positivism,from rationalismto sensationalism, from idealism to realism,from subjectivismto bold objectivism,
from Platonic realism to nominalism" (EN 46). A most diverseand
exhaustivelist of philosophies,yet forDewey theirdifferencesamount
to littlemore than "familyquarrels." Dewey writes:
As againstthiscommon identificationof realitywithwhat
is sure, regular and finished,experience in unsophistiworld and points
cated formsgivesevidenceof a different
We
live
in
a world which is
to a differentmetaphysics.
an impressiveand irresistiblemixture of sufficiencies,
tightcompletenesses,order,recurrenceswhich make possible predictionand control,and singularities,
ambiguities,
uncertainpossibilities,processesgoingon to consequences
as yet indeterminate. They are mixed not mechanically
but vitallylike the wheat and tares of the parable. We
may recognize them separately but we cannot divide
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them, for unlike wheat and tares they grow from the
same root. Qualities have defects as necessaryconditions
of their excellencies; the instrumentalitiesof truth are
the causes of error;change gives meaningto permanence
and recurrencemakes noveltypossible. A world thatwas
wholly riskywould be a world in which adventureis impossible, and only a livingworld can include death. Such
facts have been celebratedby thinkerslike Heracleitusand
Laotze; theyhave been greetedby theologians as furnishing occasions for exercise of divine grace; they have been
elaborately formulatedby various schools under a principle of relativity,so defined as to become itselffinaland
absolute. They have rarelybeen franklyrecognized as
fundamentallysignificantfor the formationof a naturalisticmetaphysics. (EN 47)
Dewey goes on to remark that "Aristotle perhaps came the nearest
to a start in that direction;" yet although "Aristotle acknowledges
he never surrendershis bias in favor of the fixed,
contingency ...
certain and finished" (EN 47).
More of the relation of Dewey to
Aristotle anon. Exactly what is it in the precedingpassage that is
of such fundamentalsignificanceto naturalisticmetaphysics? Clearly
it is not merely"a principleof relativity."3 Certainlyit is not that it
providesan occasion for the exercise of divine grace. The referenceto
Heracleitusand Laotze makes the correctanswer strikingly
clear. The
theme that Dewey is introducinghere as so significantto his meta-

physicsis theinherent
unityofopposites.

Let us pause briefly,before continuing,to place the theme of the
unity of opposites in historicalperspective. A thumbnailsketchwill
have to suffice. I ignore,for the sake of brevity,Laotze and the Eastern tradition. In the West it was indeed Heracleitusof Ephesus who
introduced this motif into western culture. Heracleitus, Fragment
B50 may be translated"Listening not to me but to the logos it is wise
to agree that all thingsare one." In antiquityit was the neo-Platonists
who made the most use of thismotif. The themewas suppressedin the
scholastic middle ages to resurfaceonly in the early fifteenthcentury
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in Nicholas of Cusa's doctrine of the "coincidentia oppositorum."
The dialectical philosophy of Hegel gave the theme a freshnew direction. In America the neo-Platonic traditionemerged amongstthe
New England transcendentalists,while neo-Hegelianismflourishedin
the West, most notably in St. Louis. Eventuallyboth traditionsconverged in the so-called "Concord School" where many prominent
American philosophersof the day deliveredsummerlecturesbetween
the years 1879 and 1887. Among the foundersof this school was
W. T. Harris, formersuperintendentof schools in St. Louis, who,
with the help of the other St. Louis Hegelians, foundedJournal of
Speculative Philosophy, for many years the only distinctivelyphilosophical publication in the United States. It was Harriswho first
published Dewey in his journal and whose encouragementwas instrumentalin Dewey's decision to continue his philosophicalstudiesat
Johns Hopkins. Also included amongst the lecturersat the Concord
School was George SylvesterMorris,Dewey's friendand teacher.It was
Morris who encouraged Dewey's interest in neo-Hegelianismduring
his graduateyearsat JohnsHopkins.
Ill
The above referenceto the unity of opposites is farfroman isolated
passage. Other unified opposites mentioned elsewhere in Experience
and Nature include "a union of necessityand freedom,a harmonyof
the many and one, a reconciliationof sensuous and ideal;" as well as
"the intersectionin nature of individual and generic; of chance and
of instrumentaland final" (EN 269-70 and 293). All of
law, ...
these opposites are drawn together and united in experience. The
fabricof experience is woven out of the warp of the unique, individual,
indeterminate,uncertain,incomplete,chaotic, alterable,potential,and
imperfect,as well as the woof of the repeating,universal,determinate,
certain,complete,ordered,fixed,and perfect.
For Dewey, philosophy originatesin the existential unity of these
opposites: "We are here concerned with the fact that it is the intricate
mixture of the stable and the precarious,the fixed and the unpredictably novel, the assured and the uncertain,in existencewhich sets mankind upon that love of wisdom which formsphilosophy" (EN 55).
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The original sin of metaphysicslay in forsakingits origins. Dewey
continues,"Yet too commonly,althoughin a greatvarietyof technical
modes, the result of the [philosophical] search is convertedinto a
metaphysics which denies or conceals from acknowledgement the
very characters of existence which initiated it, and which gives significance to its conclusions" (EN 55). Further,"the form assumed
by the denial is, most frequently,that strikingdivisioninto a superior
true realm of being and lower illusory,insignificantor phenomenal
realm. . ."5 (EN 55).
The temptations that led to the sin of ignoring"the ineradicable
union in nature of the relativelystable and relativelycontingent;"
are characteristically
human and reveal a profound unityof opposites
that cuts to the moral and metaphysical quick, "We long, amid a
troubled world, for perfectbeing. We forgetthat what gives meaning to the notion of perfectionis the eventsthat create longing,and
that, apart fromthem,a 'perfect'world would mean just an unchanging bruteexistentialthing"(EN 58).
The initial diablerie that separated Being from becoming, to the
detrimentof the latter,evolved in the modern period into the separation of subject and object. The resulthas been a tendencyto pursue
epistemology rather than metaphysics as first philosophy. Little
has changed, in Dewey's opinion, since the Classical and Medieval
period except that the ancient bifurcationshave been supplemented
by a plethora of even more alienating and equally untenable dualisms.5 The most vicious of thesebifurcationsis the separationof mind
and matter, the consequence of which has been to all but eradicate
human purpose from the natural realm. Before considering how
Dewey proposed to reconcile thought and action within experience
we must firstconsider more preciselyjust what Dewey took experience to be.
IV
"Mundane" is the term philosophers pejoratively use to describe
"coarse everyday experience" (EN 366). Such "vital experience is
Protean; a thing of moods and tenses" (EN 367). To this experience
Dewey assigns the term "Existential." This is the only soil of exper-
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ience fertileenough to cultivate the unity of opposites. Opposites
are united in existentialexperience "not as marbles are in a box but
as events are in history,in a moving,growingneverfinishedprocess"
(EN 224).
Existential experience is a "gift;" one that "can only be and be
had'' it is an immediate occasion of eitherjoy or sorrow(EN 378).
Only later may it "be pointed to in reflection"(EN 378). The existential in one sense is prelogical, even pre-epistemological:"For it
indicates that being and having things in ways other than knowing
them, in ways never identical with knowingthem,exist, and are preconditionsof reflectionand knowledge" (EN 377).
Knowledge too is "immediatelypresent" in existentialexperience.
Moreover, when it is present under these circumstancesit is invulnerable to the usual sceptical criticisms: "While scepticism may be
in place at any time about any specific intellectualbelief and conclusion, in order to keep us on the alert, to keep us inquiringand
curious, scepticismas to thingswe have and are is impossible" (EN
379). Sceptical epoche is beyond the radiusof all but the most radical
and methodologicalof doubts. Ultimatelyexistence forceseven these
doubts aside for it presentsus with experiencesthat "have to be dealt
with" if we are to maintain our own continued existence.6 Radical
scepticismis peculiar to philosophers,but even the best of them cannot maintain the sceptical attitude unrelentingly.Dewey quips, "No
wonder Hume's doubts vanished when he played backgammon and
made merrywith his friends. Not that many of his doubts of doctrines were not suitable, but that in his companionshipshe was involved in another world from that to which he confinedhis philosophizing"(EN 374).
Beyond the prelogical and those objects of immediate knowledge,
existential experience also presents occasions for obtaining mediate
knowledge; "There are two dimensionsof experiencedthings;one that
of having them, and the other that of knowing about them so that
we can again have them in more meaningfuland secure ways . . . .
Hence there is a problem of knowledge; namely,the problem of how
to find out what it is needfulto find out about these thingsin order
to secure, rectifyand avoid being and having them" (EN 379). On
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this view there are two modes of knowing inextricablyunited in experience; their separation can only be effected by deliberately ignoringone or the other.
Existential experience is thoroughly temporal: "The denotations
that constitute experience point to history" wherein "the taking
of some objects as final is itselfan episode in history" (EN 384 and
385). If the final is an episode in history,then indeterminateevents
are themselves the transitions: "Anythingdenoted is found to have
temporal quality and reference;it has movementfrom and towards
within it; it is marked by waxings and wanings" (EN 385). History
for Dewey is not unlike a Bach Fugue; a contrapuntalbalance between final and consummatoryobjects and transitiveand effective
events,withmore than a fewdiscordantnotes.
The most remarkable quality of existential experience is its infinitesemantic density,"its potentialmeaningsare endless" (EN 241).
On this view, "The same existential events are capable of an infinite
numberof meanings" (EN 241). Yet all of these meaningsmerelyexpressdifferentperspectiveson "the one world that is."7
Quite justifiablythe proper attitude toward the existentialis that
of respect: "Respect for experience is respect for its possibilitiesin
thought and knowledge as well as an enforced attention to its joys
and sorrow" (EN 392).
The unity of existential experience divides, in thoughtonly, into
two distinguishableaspects - aesthetic or absolute experience and
artisticor finiteexperience. It is the reificationof what was originally
only a methodological distinctionthat bringsabout the metaphysical
errormentionedearlier.
Aesthetic or absolute experience "manifests objects which are
final" (EN 70). These objects are completelyand totally determined;
they are final and "consummatory" ends in themselves. Such static
objects are fully actualized and for this reason are beyond the scope
of human purposes and control. If anything,absolute experience influences and controls human agency and in general "sets limitsto
change" (EN 80).
Cognitively,absolute experience is either altogetherprelogical or
yields immediate knowledge which subsequently may become "de-
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tached objects of contemplation" (EN 325). These are the objects
that metaphysiciansand epistemologistsare wont to referto as eternal
essences, Being, ideal forms,or the truly real. Ultimatelyaesthetic
objects are "the rationalapprehendedby reason" (EN 78).
In its immediacy absolute experience is gratuitous;it is passively
had and unearned. "In its own integrityan immediate thingjust
exists as it exists; it stays or passes; it is enjoyed or suffered"(EN 115116). Absolute experience is not subjective: "When we speak of
esthetic experience we do not mean somethingprivateand psychical"
(EN 381). And yet,"Immediacy of existenceis ineffable;"but, Dewey
continues, "there is nothing mystical about such ineffability; it expresses the fact that of direct existence it is futileto say anythingto
one's selfand impossibleto say anythingto another" (EN 74).
Finite or artistic experience, by contrast, is comprised of events
that are "problematic,undecided, still .goingon and as yet unfinished,
and indeterminatein nature. . ." (EN 262). Finite experience "is
always a matter for subsequent events to determine,or assign character to" (EN 262). Artisticexperience is contingentpure potentiality, the emergentin history,as such it is within the grasp of human
influenceand control and amenable to human purposes,art and artifice. So much so that Dewey concludes that "the historyof human
experienceis a historyof the developmentof arts" (EN 290).
Cognitively,finite experience yields only mediate knowledge; it
provides an occasion for the realization of "possibilities hithertounrealized" (EN 270). These possibilitiesare actualized only through
purposefuland directed effort artisticproduction. This is the act
of creation, and although "'Creation' may be asserted vaguely and
mystically," it is nonetheless the case that "it denotes something
genuine and indispensablein art" (EN 270). Creation and creativity
hereare to be taken as generallyas possible.
If creativityis to be taken broadly, so too is its application. Dewey
argues convincinglythat not only is there no distinctionbetween the
fine and practical arts in regardto theirdegree of creativity,but more
generallythere is no distinctionat all betweenpracticaland theoretical
activity: "Thinking is pre-eminentlyan art; knowledge and propositions which are the products of thinking,are works of art, as much so
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as statuaryand symphonies"(EN 283). The aestheticproductof thinking is the final conclusion. Dewey furtherremindsus that "Science
is an art also," and elsewheredeclares that "the only distinctionworth
drawingis not between practice and theory,but between those modes
of practice that are not intelligent. . . and those that are. . ." (EN
269).
What is produced as a consequence of artisticactivityis an aesthetic
object, "an enjoyed or sufferedarrestof the fluxof events" (EN 278).
Artistic activityis the means to aesthetic ends. Even this congenial
distinctionis chimerical. Why? Because "a genuinelyestheticobject
is not exclusively consummatorybut is causally productiveas well"
(EN 274).
The distinction between the aesthetic and artisticis arbitraryand
can only be maintained de dicto never de re. In the reificationof
this distinction"Nothing is gained - except the delightsof a dialectic
problem" (EN 56). Experience presentsus withan "ineradicableunion
in nature of the relativelystable and the relativelycontingent" (EN
56). The most profoundsense of this union is the coincidence in history of beginningsand ends,"Art in being, the active productiveprocess, may thus be defined as an esthetic perceptiontogetherwith an
operative perception of the efficiencesof the esthetic object" (EN
281). Earned ends are actualitiesthat may be used as "tools" to promote furthercontingenciesto actualization.It is thischaracteristicthat
allows us to recognizegenuinelyprofoundart. "The 'eternal' quality
of great art is its renewed instrumentality
for furtherconsummatory
experience" (EN 274).
Dewey reconcilesopposites by drawingthem togetherin that unity
in diversitycharacteristicof experience:
For whereverthere is art the contingentand ongoing no
longer work at cross purposes with the formaland recurrentbut comminglein harmony. And the distinguishing featureof conscious experience,of what for shortis
often called 'consciousness/ is that in it the instrumental
and the final,meaningsthat are signsand clews and meanings that are immediatelypossessed,sufferedand enjoyed,
come togetherin one. (EN 269)
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Having uncovered the empirical unity of opposites as a centraltheme
in Dewey' s thought,it stillremainsto be shownhow it servesto ground
his naturalisticmetaphysics.I now turnto thistask.
VI
We begin with one final, deeply penetratingunity: "necessity implies the precarious and contingent. A world that was all necessity
would not be a world of necessity;it would just be. For in its being,
nothing would be necessaryfor anything" (EN 59). It is difficult
for finite, undetermined,and contingentbeings such as ourselves to
even imagine such a world, although many metaphysiciansclaim to
have done so. It is unlikely that in a fullyactualized world external
relations would exist; certainly there would be no interrrelationsor
interactionsbetween objects, since one consequent of interactionis
change and becoming. In any case we may be sureof one thing,there
is no room in such a world for the introductionof human agency,or
any other kind of agency for that matter,since "A thing'absolutely'
stable and unchangeable would be out of the range of the principle
of action. .."(EN 64).
In existential experience "The stable and recurrentis needed for
of the possible; the doubtfulcan be settledonly through
the fulfillment
its adaptation to stable objects. The necessary is always necessary
for, not necessaryin and of itself;it is conditioned by the contingent,
although itself a condition of the full determinationof the latter"
(EN 59). The necessaryand contingentcondition each other through
mutuallydetermininginteractions,for "Whateverinfluencesthe changes of other thingsis itselfchanged" (EN 65). It is here thatwe are able
to fix the differencebetween Dewey and Aristotleon the relation of
the actual to the potential alluded to earlier.Both would agreethatwe
cannot explain change without potentialityand both would further
agree that we cannot explain it by potentialityalone, i.e., nothingis
promoted from potentialityto actualitywithout the agency of somethingalready actual. But for Dewey both the potentialand the actual
are modifedby the interaction.
In the interactionsbetween human beings,objects, and events,the
actualitiesand potentialitiesof all existentialsinvolvedare conditioned
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and modified by reciprocal interdetermination.It is in such interactions that we may come to know and define ourselves. Social interaction is a veryimportantlimitingcase of this reciprocity. Conceived
in a consummatoryhuman interactionwe are nurturedin our childhood within a socially structuredcommunity in which we learn to
communicate our needs, desires, and thoughtsto others and they to
us.
Dewey provides the following metaphor to describe the mutually
conditioning interaction between necessary structure and equally
necessary changes; "all structureis structureof something;anything
A house has a strucdefined as structureis a characterof events. ...
ture; in comparison with the disintegrationand collapse that would
occur without its presence,this structureis fixed. Yet it is not something external to which the changes involved in building and using
the house have to submit"8 (EN 64). Replace the notion of physical
structurein this passage with cognitive structureand the metaphor
continues to hold. This simple move providesthe intuitionnecessary
to carryus to the heartof Dewey's naturalisticmetaphysics.
VII
"Empirically," Dewey argues, "all reflection sets out from the
problematic and confused. . . . When thinkingis successful,its career
closes in transforming
the disorderedinto the orderly,the mixed-up
into the distinguishedor placed, the unclear and ambiguous into the
defined and unequivocal, the disconnected into the systematized"

(EN 60). Dewey adds later that "thinkine is a continuous process
of temporal re-organizationwithin one and the same world of experienced things.. ." (EN 61).
In the modern era science has been the formof thinking,as Dewey
sees it, which has shown the greatestpromise for success in bringing
about temporal re-organization:"Only as science is seen to be fulfilled and brought to itself in intelligentmanagement of historical
processes in their continuitycan man be envisaged as within nature;
and not as a supernaturalextrapolation" (EN 130). Whenthe thought
is human, so too are the directingpurposes. Human actuality,operating as intelligence,interveneswithin the historicalprocess of which
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it is a part; and by selectingfromamong the possibilitiesit findsthere,
attemptsto structureand actualize its choices throughaction. These
choices in turn carry enduringresponsibilitiesfor theirconsequences.
Reciprocally, necessity in nature intervenesin the course of human
events partiallydeterminingour destiniesand limitingthe possibilities
of effectiveaction, thereby making genuine freedom possible. Unlimited (unconditioned) possibilityyields capriciousness,not freedom.
"Things," accordingto Dewey "have potentialitiesor are instrumental
because they are not Being, but rather Being in process" (EN 102).
Which potentialitiesof things are actualized will vary "according to
the interactingfield it enters" (EN 217). Historical processes go on
and potentialities are actualized quite apart from human intervention.^ This is why the choice not to intervene,when the means of
effectiveinterventionare available, constitutes a genuine choice for
whichwe may be held responsible.
We are existential beings who find ourselves within the flow of
existential experience partially determiningand partiallydetermined
by the course of events. Man is such that "When he perceivesclearly
and adequately that he is within nature,a part of its interactions,he
sees that the line to be drawn is not between action and thought,
or action and appreciation, but between blind, slavish, meaningless
action and action that is free, significant,directed and responsible"
(EN 324). This carriesus to our conclusion.
Man is "not a little god outside" nature, nor ought he "feign a
powerful and cunning god as an ally. . ." (EN 324 and 313). We
are not that important. Neither should we allow ourselves to be
devalued into insignificance.We are not thatunimportant.Our search
for meaningmust take place between these two poles. Dewey writes:
Men move between extremes. They conceive of themselves as gods, or feign a powerfuland cunninggod as
an ally who bends the world to do theirbiddingand meet
their wishes. Disillusioned, they disown the world that
disappoints them; and huggingideals to themselvesas
their own possession, stand in haughty aloofness apart
from the hard course of events that pays so little heed
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to our hopes and aspirations. But a mindthat has opened
itself to experience and that has ripened through its
discipline knows its own littleness and impotencies; it
knows that its wishes and acknowledgementsare not
final measures of the universewhetherin knowledge or
in conduct, and hence are, in the end, transient. But it
also knows that its juvenile assumption of power and
achievementis not a dream to be wholly forgotten. It
implies a unity with the universethat is to be preserved.
A chastened sense of our importance,apprehension
...
that it is not a yard-stickby which to measurethe whole,
is consistentwiththe beliefthat we and our endeavorsare
significantnot only for themselvesbut in the whole.
(EN 313-314)
It seems to me that the depth of Dewey's existentialprofundityrivals
that of Heidegger or Sartre. Of late, Richard Rorty has done philosophy the valuable service of making this association more widely
known. That Dewey arrivesat his "existential" conclusions, if such
they be, on the basis of his naturalisticmetaphysics,groundedin turn
upon the unity of opposites, suggeststhat Dewey mighthave some
original twists to offerexistentialism. I do not intend by any means
to harness Dewey's naturalisticmetaphysicsto existentialisttraces.
Dewey's philosophyis not that easily tamed.
I have demonstratedhere the crucial role of the unityof opposites
in Dewey's naturalisticmetaphysics. It is my opinion that Dewey's
metaphysics,when properlyunderstood, offersmany intriguingsolutions and perspectivesto a plethora of philosophicalquestions. There
is ample room here for a great deal of original research, but such
inquirymustawait anotheroccasion.
VirginiaPolytechnicInstituteand State University
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NOTES
1.
This materialis based upon work supportedby the National Science
Foundation under Grant No. IST-8310936 (Information Science and Technology).
2.
JohnDewey, Experience and Nature,The Later Works,vol. 1 (Southern Illinois UniversityPress, 1981), p. 46. Hereafterreferredin the text as
EN.
3.
Dewey probably has in mind here chapter XVII of WilliamJames's
The Principles of Psychology, especially those setions titled "The Relativity
of Knowledge" and "The Law of Contrast." See The Principles,Vol. II, pp.
658-78, Harvard UniversityPress, Cambridge,Mass., 1981. See also chapter
II of WilliamJames'sPsychology:BrieferCourse.
4.
The passage continues ". . . which characterizesmetaphysicalsystems as unlike as those of Plato and Democritus, St. Thomas and Spinoza, Aristotleand Kant, Descartesand Comte, Haeckel and Mrs.Eddy."
The term "bifurcation" is borrowed from A. N. Whitehead. See
5.
his The Concept of Nature (Cambridge UniversityPress, Cambridge, 1920),
especiallychapterII "Theories of the Bifurcationof Nature."
When we suspend belief we suspend the cognitive predispositions
6.
requisite for effectivepracticalaction. This involvesno smallamount of riskto
a contingentbeing in a perilousworld. At best one in such a statewould appear
awkward; more likely the appearance would be that of madness (consider the
plightof Hamlet); in time the inabilityto suspenddoubt would, no doubt, prove
fatal.
This phraseis borrowedfromWilliamJames,TTiePrinciples,Chapter
7.
XXI. There James seeks to identify"Under what circumstancesdo we think
thingsrealV (p. 917) James offerstwo criteria. The firstis "Whateverexcites
and stimulatesour interestis real" (p. 924). This, as James acknowledges,is
merely Hume's criterionof vivacity. The second criterionis that "Whatever
thingshave intimateand continuousconnectionwith mylifeare thingsof whose
reality I cannot doubt" (p. 926). This world of "practical realities" is the one
in whichwe mustact effectively
in orderto preserveour existence (See EN 21).
criteria
are
not distinct. We are all realists when running
two
these
Actually
for our lives. To these two psychologicalcriteriaDewey added a third,logical,
criterion- semanticalinexhaustibility.
8.
Compareto Aristotle'sMetaphysics,Book 0, chapter1.
9.
Dewey remarks"The eventual has somehow been there fromthe
*
start, 'implicitly/ potentially,'but efficaciouslyenough to attend to its own
realization.. ." (EN 209).
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